
A God 1271 

Chapter 1271: Temple of Origin 

When the news that Emperor Jiexin was invincible spread to all parties, all parties were shocked, 

especially His Holiness Tie Tian. 

"Is Jiexin Keqing an invincible existence? He was awarded the position of Taishang Keqing by Fan Zu?" 

Venerable Tietian was the most shocked. 

He thought that the first time he met Emperor Jiexin, he was just an ordinary guest of the Fan family, 

and he had even recruited him to become his own faction. 

Not so now. 

From the name Taishang Keqing 

Chapter 1272: Tianxin Taoist 

Wang Yi was in a good mood when he signed in to the "Origin World Temple". Although the "Origin 

World Temple" can only be opened once in a long time, and the number of people entering each time is 

also limited, it is estimated that Wang Yi will be useless to him if he does not enter a few times, but It 

can also be reserved for younger generations like the ancient kingdom of Emperor Xia. 

"Your Majesty, Emperor Xia, I have another request." Wang Yi smiled and said, "I need 100,000 catties of 

Hunyuan Sand, which can be exchanged for treasures." 

"One hundred thousand catties?" Emperor Xia couldn't help being stunned for a moment, and couldn't 

help saying 

Chapter 1273: i'm not targeting any of you 

In the Jiexin Continent, there are many countries, and the forces are like clouds, and the disputes are 

endless, especially the devil is the most troublesome. 

As a vast source world, Jiexin Continent naturally has countless demon bosses. 

Maybe in a certain corner, a devil rises up! After all, the years of practice are long, and there are still 

many people who have embarked on the path of evil spirits. Because of the 'Road of Evil Demons', going 

to **** and plunder can get a lot of resources. There are also some cultivation methods that use other 

people's souls. These methods of seizing are even more evil. 

Chapter 1274: Jiexin Emperor who likes to meddle 

Such a declaration as that of Emperor Jiexin had never been made in the previous Jiexin Continent. 

Emperor Jiexin obviously issued a notice to all the devil forces in the entire Jiexin Continent, whoever 

dared to wantonly massacre, they will be killed! 

There are also strong men who fought against the devils in history! 

There is really no one who dares to be an enemy of all the demon forces in Jiexin Continent and can 

survive for a long time! 
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After all, the stronger the strength, the higher the status, there will be more and more worries. 

Chapter 1275: Return to the Origin Continent 

An ancient mountain range in Jiexin Continent is rolling and majestic, and there are even many powerful 

beasts lurking in it, even practitioners can hardly explore the limit. 

However, the now famous 'Emperor Jiexin' of Jiexin Continent lives here. 

"The Demon God of Hundred Wars has finally been refined." Wang Yi looked at the ninety-nine demon 

servants exuding powerful auras in front of him. chaos 

Chapter 1276: The End of the Purple Wood God King 

Outside the source world of the Origin Continent, a mysterious passage appeared. This passage was 

temporarily formed by guiding the power of Chaotic Source mysteriously through the Void Dao. 

"I'm back." Wang Yi's avatars all looked up in Samsara Sea and Tianhuang Mountain. 

Following the induction of the soul, they clearly sensed the arrival of the clone coming from Jiexin 

Continent. 

"The avatar came over, and with the things I brought back, my strength has greatly improved, and I can 

do many things now." 

Chapter 1277: shock on all sides 

The Zimu God King fell, and the formation of the entire Tianmu Kingdom immediately lost control. 

And some strong men with the imprint of the Purple Wood God King also fell. 

Including the servant of the beast "Theodore", although Wang Yi did not attack him, he was the soul 

slave of the Purple Wood God King. When the Purple Wood God King fell, he also fell with him. 

For a moment, the entire Tianmu Kingdom was in turmoil! 

But all of this has nothing to do with Wang Yi, with Zimu Shen 

Chapter 1278: Destroyer country 

Tianmu Kingdom is a very powerful force in Origin Continent! Although not as huge as Wujianlou, Dayue 

Kingdom, and Jieshan Palace, they are still one of the few top forces in the practitioner camp. 

Especially the 'Purple Wood God King', not only is she herself the second layer of God King, but she also 

enslaved beasts... The combination of the two, over the long years, has made Tianmu Kingdom a 

powerful country that no one dares to provoke easily. 

But now the country has collapsed. 

Chapter 1279: The Revenge of Sitting Mountain Guest! 

Hearing what Wang Yi said, Luo Feng also knew that his teacher was thinking of taking revenge on 

Shiguo, so he immediately contacted Zuoshanke. 
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When Zuoshanke heard Luo Feng say that Wang Yi broke through to the third level of God King and was 

willing to avenge himself, he was immediately excited. 

He risked his life to enter the cosmic sea, and did so much, wasn't it just to avenge the three monarchs 

of Shiguo, the great enemy who destroyed Jin? 

And this moment has finally arrived. 

"Since Wang Yi can easily destroy 

Chapter 1280: The No. 1 powerhouse in Origin Continent! 

The "Three Sacred City", the capital of the Food Kingdom, occupies a vast expanse, stretching for trillions 

of light-years. 

But at this moment, a vast and turbulent river rushed out from the void, completely surrounding the 

entire city. 

The weather is undoubtedly amazing to the extreme. 

The terrifying coercion covered billions of miles of time and space, giving way to the shock and panic of 

the living beings here. 

Wow~~Wow~~ 

The countless souls of the food kingdom 
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